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1. Burrito Tool Roll II: Unique x-frame system quickly converts the Burrito from a flexible roll into a rigid tool 

pallet designed to hang on a tool case or repair stand. Features a large 23x16in (60x40cm) surface with 

numerous pockets in assorted sizes and types including a large mesh zipper pocket to securely hold small 

parts or tools. X-frame system is intentionally tight to ensure optimal long-term functionality. To install x-
frame: remove pole halves and assemble. Make sure protective rubber end caps are not lost when poles are 

removed from storage slots. Unfold the Burrito and carefully turn over so backside is facing up. Insert the end 

of one frame pole into a first corner pocket. Insert second end of the frame pole into the corner diagonally 

across from the first. Lightly flexing the pole up away from the surface may help. Repeat for second frame 

pole. 

2. Pro Cassette Lockring Socket w/ Pin: The Pro Cassette Lockring Socket begins as a solid piece of alloy 

tool steel, then is fully machined to precise tolerances for an exacting fit you won't find anywhere else, and 

finally is optimally heat treated for maximum strength and longevity. Designed with the professional mechanic 

in mind, we included both a 5mm guide pin and a removable aluminum 12mm pin held in place magnetically 

and easily removed with a satisfying precision-fit "pop". The extra-deep splines ensure superior engagement 

while the quick spin knurling provides speed and control. Use on your Grande Torque Wrench for proper 

torque or use with our Pro Socket Handle or Equalizer Pedal Wrench to remove that stubborn lockring 

requiring a little extra leverage.  

3. External Bottom Bracket Socket, 16x44: Pair with the Pro Travel Pedal Wrench or Adjustable Wrench. 

Also great with our Grande Torque, Pro Socket Handle, a 24mm socket or wrench, or any with any square 

3/8" drive. Professional quality, precision sized for the perfect fit. Fits the common 16-notch x 44mm external 

bearing bottom bracket cups including Shimano® BB80, BB5700, XT BB70, BB51, and previous external 
bearing threaded cups. Also fits many external threaded types for Campagnolo®, Chris King, FSA MegaExo, 

Hope, SRAM/Truvativ GXP, Race Face X-type, Surly, Wheels, and others. Will also fits disc brake rotor 

lockrings with 16 external notches and Shimano® TL-FC24 and TL-FC25 adapters.  

4. Crowfoot Flare Wrench-7 & 8mm: Use with a torque wrench to accurately torque delicate hose fittings 

found on hydraulic disc brakes. 1/4" square drive and 7 and 8mm flare style box wrenches. Precision laser cut 

and heat treated tool steel for strength and lasting performance. Use the Crowfoot Flare Wrench on any 1/4" 

drive torque wrench to ensure accurate torque on delicate disc brake compression fittings. A perfect add-on 

for our Demi Torque Wrench. 

5. Tape Measure: Perfect to tackle any bike measure task. Features a compact design and small details that 

make a difference. Our instant locking design is the opposite of most tape measures on the market and is truly 

handy when trying to juggle a bike, tools, and make a measurement at the same time. 

6. Pro Chain Keeper: The original Pedro's Chain Keeper has been a favorite in the wash buckets of mechanics 

for decades. The new Pro Chain Keeper carries this heritage forward to new levels featuring one-handed 

installation, shifting across all gears, professional duty stainless-steel and aluminum construction, a heavy-duty 

solvent resistant plastic pulley, and 12mm thru axle compatibility.  

7. Freewheel Socket, Multi-Speed 12-Spline x 23mm: Professional quality and precision sized for the 

perfect fit. Fits Shimano®, Sun Race®, Sachs®, and other 12 spline, 22.7mm diameter 5–10 speed freewheels 

and all Campagnolo® cassette lockrings and Record™, Chorus™, Centaur™, and Athena™ bottom brackets. 

Pair with the Pro Travel Pedal Wrench or Adjustable Wrench. Also great with our Pro Socket Handle, a 

24mm socket or wrench, or in a bench vise. 

8. Hex Bit Set: Bits are made from premium S2 tool steel for strength and lasting performance. Pair with the 

Fixed Torque, T-Handle Bit Drive, or Pro Bit Drivers for a wide variety of tasks. The set includes longer 

50mm bits in key sizes, to ensure compatibility and fit with all components where standard 25mm bits fall 

short. Set includes: 1/4" Hex Bits (1" Length): JIS #1 PH, JIS #2 PH, 5mm FLAT BLADE, 2mm, 2.5mm, 3mm, 

4mm, 5mm, 6mm hex, T10, T15, T20, T25, T30 torx, & 1/4" hex to 1/4" square bit adapter. 1/4" Hex Bits (2" 

Length): 4mm & 5mm hex & T25 & T30 torx. 

9. Diagonal Cutter Pliers: Feature a compact 6" (150mm) length, forged and heat-treated steel construction, 

and ergonomic dual-density grips. The cutting jaws are self-opening and ready for years of service.  

10. Needle Nose Pliers: Feature a compact 6" (150mm) length, forged and heat-treated steel construction, and 

ergonomic dual-density grips. The self-opening jaws provide a full-featured profile, ready for gripping, crimping, 

and cutting tasks. 

11. Pro Chain Whip: Pedro's Pro Chain Whip takes inspiration from our beloved Vise Whip, applying many of 

the same functional principles to a more traditional chain whip design. The innovative chain retention hook 

locks tool onto cassette, ensuring full chain wrap and eliminating slippage. Tool geometry offers maximum 

effective leverage and compact 270mm length. Compatible with all multi-gear cassettes including most 13-

Speed. Chain retention hook fits cogs up to 18 teeth. Integrated fixed gear lockring wrench optimized for 41-

42mm OD lockrings. Visit pedros.com/chainfit for latest compatibility. 

12. Shop Chain Tool: A workhorse designed to make chain removal, installation, and adjustments simple, safe, 

and comfortable. This shop quality screw-type chain tool is ready for years of professional use with a bearing 

mounted pin, replaceable bridge, and adjustable bridge positioning ensure compatibility with all current and 

future chains including SRAM® Flattop chains. Visit pedros.com/chainfit for latest compatibility. 

13. L Hex Set and L Torx Set: The Pedro's L Torx Wrenches are made from heat-treated SNCM-V alloy steel 

to ensure superior strength and lasting performance. They feature extra length for better leverage and easy 

access and handling of hard-to-reach bolts. The L Hex Set includes: 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 & 10mm hex sizes. 

The L Torx Set includes: T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30, & T40 sizes. 

14. Chain Checker Plus II: Checking your chain for wear is one of the simplest things any cyclist can do to 

maintain drivetrain performance and minimize maintenance costs. The Pedro's Chain Checker Plus II makes this 

task quick and easy offering a simple check of 0.5% and 0.75% chain wear. The tool employs a three-point 
design which properly isolates pin wear from roller wear. Also includes a chain hook tool, perfect for simplifying 

chain removal and installation, and a chainring nut wrench, essential for removal and installation of chainrings. 

Works on 1-13 speed chains. Approved by SRAM® for use on EAGLE® 12-speed and Flattop chains.  

15. Pro Travel Pedal Wrench: Pulling inspiration from our shop wrenches, and using the same laser cut tool 

steel construction, the Pro Travel Pedal Wrench makes quick work of tough pedals and now doubles as a 

socket driver for use with Pedro's professional socket tools. 

16. Cable Cutter: The Pedro's Cable Cutter is an industry favorite and when put to the test against the 
competition and you will quickly see why. Our Cable Cutter is designed for years of service, for comfortable 

and easy usage, and with extra jaw overlap ensuring a clean cut every time.  

17. Crank Adjusting Cap Driver: Used to install and remove adjusting caps of Shimano Hollowtech II crank/
bottom bracket systems. The unique, dual-density, screwdriver handle provides improved ergonomics and 

comfort while assisting in control of torque applied to the cap. Precision laser-cut tool bit is made from heat-

treated tool steel for strength and durability.  

18. Ratcheting Combo Wrenches - 9 & 10mm Sizes: The Ratcheting Combo Wrenches are beautiful, 

compact, and durable spanner wrenches. The forged and polished wrenches feature a convenient combination 

of six point, 72-tooth ratchet box-end and offset open-end. 

19. Disc Wrench: Driven by a request from mechanics in the pits every day the Disc Wrench features 7mm and 
8mm flare style box wrenches needed for the delicate hose fittings found on hydraulic disc brakes. The compact 

wrench also features a disc rotor truing slot and is made from precision laser cut tool steel. 

20. Pro Bit Driver - JIS PH #1, JIS PH #2, 5mm Flat Blade: Designed for speed, precision, control, and 
versatility the Pro Bit Driver is ideally suited to assembly and tuning, and easily adapts to different tasks. 

Features precision S2 tool steel bits, machined aluminum body, ¼” magnetic hex bit drive, and bearing-mounted 

rotating end cap. Two bits store inside. 

21. T-Handle Bit Drive: The T-Handle Bit Drive is a versatile, lightweight, 1/4" hex bit drive tool with in-handle 

bit storage. Store up to four standard 1/4" hex bits inside the handle plus one in the magnetic bit drive, or add 

the compatible Multi-Torque Bit Set to store eight additional bits on board. 

22. Pro Spoke Wrenches: The dual-sided design, with both 3-side and 4-side openings, features a reversible 
handle. When using either wrench opening, the sculpted plastic handle fits perfectly in your fingers and positions 

them for ideal leverage and control. The wrench is investment cast, heat-treated steel ready for years of service 

and the precision-cut openings are perfectly sized for fit and speed. Includes 3.23 and 3.45 size wrenches. 

23. Fixed Torque Driver 5Nm: A shop quality preset torque wrench designed with an infinite torque-limiting 

clutch to eliminate over-torquing of critical parts. Calibrated using a torque calibration analyzer accurate to +/- 

1% and then tested 5 times prior to packaging with results recorded on the product card along with the date. A 

magnetic socket drive accepts standard 1/4" hex bits and 4mm, 5mm, and T25 bits are included with each 

wrench. The ergonomic handle design provides comfort and control ready for daily use while also storing two 

extra bits.  

24. Quick Link Pliers: Make fast work of pesky or stubborn chain master links. The laser cut, heat-treated jaws 

feature a dual-function design allowing both installation and removal of master links. Cushioned grips provide 

comfort and control. Compatible with most 6-13 speed derailleur chain master links including SRAM® Eagle 12-

speed and Flattop chains.  

25. Tire Levers: No tool kit is complete with our award winning, universally loved tire levers featuring molded 

box construction and a proprietary plastic composite blend that makes them the strongest levers available. The 

unique chisel tip shape easily inserts beneath the tire bead and the slightly thicker shape keeps the lever 

securely in place. Additionally, the bold shape of the lever and helpful dual spoke hooks makes removal of even 

the tightest tires a simple task. Also great for spreading disc brake pistons and using as a spoon in a pinch. 
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The Pro Burrito Tool Kit features 41 handpicked professional tools and an extensive selection of 1/4" hex bits all enclosed in a versatile waterproof tool roll. This 

ultra-portable tool kit leverages the versatility of Pedro’s hand tools to provide an impressive coverage of adjustments, installations, and repairs making it perfect for 

the professional mechanic seeking a compact event tool kit. taking to events, or a compact home shop setup. This guide is intended help you learn about the features 

and content of your tool kit. Need further help? Email us at tech@pedros.com. 
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